
Breed: American Water Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: United States

First recognized by the AKC: 1940

Purpose:This spaniel was an all-around hunting dog, bred
to retrieve from skiff or canoes and work ground with
relative ease.

Parent club website: www.americanwaterspanielclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: A true Medium-sized
hunter and companion, so attention to healthy skin
and heart are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
recommendations for healthy American Water Spaniels.

American Water Spaniel
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Breed: Brittany

Group: Sporting

Origin: France (Brittany province)

First recognized by the AKC: 1934

Purpose: This spaniel was bred to assist hunters by point-
ing and retrieving. He also makes a fine companion.

Parent club website: www.clubs.akc.org/brit

Nutritional recommendations: Visit www.royalcanin.us
for innovative recommendations for your Medium-
sized Brittany.

Brittany
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Breed: Chesapeake Bay Retriever

Group: Sporting

Origin: Mid-Atlantic United States

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose:This American breed was designed to retrieve
waterfowl in adverse weather and rough water.

Parent club website: www.amchessieclub.org

Nutritional recommendation: Keeping a lean body
condition, strong bones and joints, and a keen eye are
important nutritional factors for this avid retriever. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative nutritional
recommendations for the different life stages of the
Chesapeake Bay Retriever.

Chesapeake Bay Retriever
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Breed: Clumber Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: France

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose:This spaniel was bred for hunting quietly in rough
and adverse weather.

Parent club website: www.clumbers.org

Nutritional recommendations:To maintain keen senses,
strong joints, and healthy skin, visit www. royalcanin.us for
the most innovative diets for your Clumber.

Clumber Spaniel
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Breed: Cocker Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose: A popular present day house pet, his original
purpose was hunting woodcock. Currently, there are three
recognized color varieties: Black, ASCOB (any solid color
other than black), and parti color.

Parent club website: www.asc-cockerspaniel.org

Nutritional recommendations: Visit www.royalcanin.us
for information regarding the best nutrition for your
Cocker Spaniel. The gorgeous coat, skin, eyes, teeth and
joints will benefit from great nutrition.

Cocker Spaniel
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Breed: Curly-Coated Retriever

Group: Sporting

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1924

Purpose: One of the oldest retriever breeds, he is an adept
swimmer and tender-mouthed dog.

Parent club website: www.ccra.org

Nutritional recommendations: Dietary options to provide
the best nutrition for this hard working retriever, a diet
with attention to joint health, maintaining ideal body con-
dition, and minimizing risk for cancer can be found at
www.royalcanin.us.

CCururly-Cly-Coaoatted Retred Retrieievverer
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Breed: English Cocker Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1946

Purpose: This spaniel was originally bred for hunting
woodcock.

Parent club website: www.ecsca.org

Nutritional recommendations: For healthy skin, ears, eyes,
and heart, visit www/royalcanin.us for the innovative diets
for English Cocker Spaniels.

EEnglish Cnglish Coockcker Ser Spanielpaniel
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Breed: English Setter

Group: Sporting 

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose: This setter is adept at finding and pointing birds.

Parent club website: www.esaa.com

Nutritional recommendations: For a beautiful coat, energy
for an active working dog, and healthy joints and digestion,
visit www.royalcanin.us for innovative diet options based
on the activity levels of your English Setter.

EEnglish Snglish Settetterer
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Breed: English Springer Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1910

Purpose: As other spaniels, this “springing”spaniel is used
to hunt and find game.

Parent club website: www.essfta.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimizing healthy ears,
eyes, skin, joints, and heart for these active dogs is
important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the best diet for
your healthy English Springer Spaniel.

EEnglish Snglish Sprpringer Singer Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Field Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1894

Purpose: This hunting breed was designed for flushing
and retrieving birds.

Parent club website: www.fieldspaniels.org

Nutritional recommendations: These are elegant and
active dogs who need stamina, healthy joints and
coat. Visit www.royalcanin.us for nutritional options
for these Medium-sized working dogs.

FField Sield Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Flat-Coated Retriever

Group: Sporting

Origin: Disputed between United States and Britain

First recognized by the AKC: 1915

Purpose: This breed, whose coat color may only be
black or liver, was selectively bred for retrieving in
water.

Parent club website: www.fcrsainc.org

Nutritional recommendations: Keeping the thick,
dual coats, optimal lean body mass, and healthy
joints are important factors in nutrition. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for more diet options.

FFlalat-Ct-Coaoatted Retred Retrieievverer
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Breed: German Shorthaired Pointer

Group: Sporting

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1930

Purpose: This hunting dog is considered an  all-
purpose gun dog since he can trail, point, and
retrieve small birds and other types of game.

Parent club website: www.gspca.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this Medium-sized
all-purpose athlete’s nutritional options, visit
www.royalcanin.us.

GGererman Sman Shorhor thairthaired Ped Poinointterer
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Breed: German Wirehaired Pointer

Group: Sporting

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1959

Purpose: This pointer was further developed for all
weather hunting and retrieving fowl and other game,
gun assistance, protection, and as a companion.

Parent club website: www.gwpca.org

Nutritional recommendations: The versatile nature of
this Medium-sized dog  and its driving athleticism
creates nutritional demands on energy intake, and
antioxidants. He also needs support for his joints, skin,
ears, and eyes. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the best
nutritional options.

GGererman man WWirirehairehaired Ped Poinointterer
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Breed: Golden Retriever

Group: Sporting

Origin: Scotland

First recognized by the AKC: 1925

Purpose: Originally bred for retrieving waterfowl, his
eager-to-please attitude has made him a successful
assistance dog, search-and rescue dog as well as
obedience star.

Parent club website: www.grca.org

Nutritional recommendations: The Golden Retriever is
a unique and exquisite Maxi-breed dog. With attention
to a special coat, healthy athletic heart, and joints for
work and play, visit www.royalcanin.us for Golden
Retriever diets.

GGolden Retrolden Retrieievverer
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Breed: Gordon Setter

Group: Sporting

Origin: Scotland

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose:This breed was known as a “slower” bird dog
but his keen memory and dark coat (good for showing
up in snow and light colored fields) soon set him apart
from other faster setters.

Parent club website: www.gsca.org
Nutritional recommendations: For these large breed
sporting dogs keeping a luxurious coat, strong joints,
heart, and digestive tract are important nutritional
considerations. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the best
nutritional recommendations for your Gordon Setter.

GGorordon Sdon Settetterer
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Breed: Irish Setter

Group: Sporting

Origin: Ireland

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose: Once bred for “setting”birds to be netted by its
master, this beautiful red dog  evolved into a capable
gun dog for all sorts of birds.

Parent club website: www.irishsetterclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: The Irish setter is an
exquisite breed that can be optimized by nutrition.
Digestive security, healthy bones and joints, and coat
care are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the
most current health nutrition innovations for the Irish
Setter.

IrIrish Sish Settetterer
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Breed: Irish Water Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: Ireland

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose: This early breed  is talented at retrieving
birds  and assisting waterfowl hunters.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/iwsc

Nutritional recommendations: Keeping a strong
immune system, sound joints, and healthy skin and
coat can be enhanced with good nutrition. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative health
nutrition on this Maxi-breed.

IrIrish ish WWaatter Ser Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Labrador Retriever

Group: Sporting

Origin: Newfoundland

First recognized by the AKC: 1917

Purpose: Originally used by fisherman to work nets and
catch escaping fish, the Labrador is more well-known
for retrieving waterfowl, as well as many other roles
such as search and rescue, police and guide work.

Parent club website: www.thelabradorclub.com

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition
should address healthy skin, joints and  optimum
weight. The needs of  growing Labradors is also
important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for diet selection
for your faithful friend.

LLabrabrador Retrador Retrieievverer
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Breed: Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever

Group: Sporting

Origin: Nova Scotia

First recognized by the AKC: 2003

Purpose: This breed has the unusual talent of “ tolling”,
or luring, waterfowl closer to shore for the hunter
and then retrieving the game.

Parent club website: www.nsdtrc-usa.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this Medium to
Maxi-Sized dog with strong bones, joints, and special
coats for water work, visit www.royalcanin.us for the
most current nutritional recommendations.

NNoovva Sca Scotia Dotia Duck uck TTolling Retrolling Retrieievverer
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Breed: Pointer

Group: Sporting

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose: This well-known athlete is adept at hunting
and standing prey.

Parent club website: www.americanpointerclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: For the restful or
working pointer, nutrition should be individualized to
his needs. Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition
for your  Medium-Maxi -sized pointer.

PPoinointterer
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Breed: Sussex Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1878

Purpose:This spaniel is used to track and flush game for
the hunt.

club website: www.sussexspaniels.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition should
promote healthy joints, skin and coat, and hunting senses:
eyes, hearing, and smell.Visit www.royalcanin.us for health
nutrition for this or other medium breeds.

SSusseussex Sx Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Spinone Italiano

Group: Sporting

Origin: Italy

First recognized by the AKC: 2000

Purpose: This coated bird dog originally served as a
pointer.

Parent club website: www.spinone.com

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for joint and
heart health and beautiful coat are important for
this Maxi-sized breed. For more details visit
www.royalcanin.us.

SSpinone Ipinone Italianotaliano
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Breed: Weimaraner

Group: Sporting

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1943

Purpose: The “grey ghost” originally was used for
hunting big game, but  eventually became more
recognized as a bird dog, retriever and companion.

Parent club website: www.weimclubamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients to protect
joints and maintain optimum body condition are
important. For more information on Maxi-sized
nutrition, visit www.royalcanin.us.

WWeimareimaraneraner
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Breed:Welsh Springer Spaniel

Group: Sporting

Origin: British Isles

First recognized by the AKC: 1906

Purpose: Springing and flushing game

Parent club website: www.wssca.com

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition
should promote healthy joints, eyes, and coat. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for nutritional information on this
and other medium sized breeds.

WWelsh Selsh Sprpringer Singer Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Wirehaired Pointing Griffon

Group: Sporting

Origin: Holland by way of France

Purpose: This griffon was talented at retrieving game
in swampy country.

Recognized by the AKC: 1887

Parent club website: www.awpga.com

Nutritional recommendations: These hunting dogs
need joint protection as well as healthy coats. For
more nutritional information on these and other
Maxi- breeds, visit www.royalcanin.us.

WWirirehairehaired Ped Poinointing Gting Grriffiffonon
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Breed: Vizsla

Group: Sporting

Origin: Hungary

First recognized by the AKC: 1960

Purpose: This unique bird dog was adept at hunting
birds, as well as rabbit, upland game, and retrieving.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/vizsla

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients to protect
joints and maintain optimum body condition are
important. For more information, go to 
www.royalcanin.us and read about nutrition for 
this and other Medium-sized dogs.

ViszlaViszla
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Breed: Afghan Hound

Group: Hound

Origin: A sight hound thought to have originated in
Ancient Asia or Egypt.

First recognized by the AKC: 1926

Purpose: Developed to hunt singly, in dog and bitch pairs,
in packs, and combined with specially trained falcons.
Various quarry included: hare, wolves, jackals, marmots
and snow leopards.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/ahca

Nutritional recommendations: Developing a kingly coat,
sleek physique, healthy eyes and teeth are a nutritional
priority in the Afghan.

Visit www.royalcanin.us to find more dietary 
recommendations for Maxi breed dogs.

AAffghan Hghan Houndound
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AAmermericican Fan Fooxhound xhound 

American Foxhound 

Group: Hound

Origin: Virginia/Maryland mid-eighteenth century

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: This breed was bred for field trials, fox hunting,
and as a “trail” hound

Parent club website: www.foxhoundclub.com

Nutritional recommendations: Visit www.royalcanin.us
to find the right Maxi-size diet for your healthy
Foxhound.
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BBasenjiasenji

Breed: Basenji

Origin: Ancient Egypt, Africa

First recognized by the AKC: 1944

Group: Hound

Purpose: Known as sight hounds, they possess incredible
speed and could run down game or drive quarry into
nets. Also called “barkless dogs” they make a squealing,
yodeling sound.

Parent club website: www.basenjiclub.com

Nutritional recommendations: Visit www.royalcanin.us for
health nutrition recommendations for this Medium-sized
silent hunter.
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Breed: Basset Hound

Group: Hound

Origin: France 

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: Developed as a slow moving tracker for a hunter
to follow on foot, while hunting hare and other small prey.

Parent club website: www.bassethoundclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: Although low to the
ground, the basset has Maxi needs to  keep his joints,
luxurious skin, coat and ears healthy. Visit 
www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition options.

BBasset Hasset Houndound
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BBeagleeagle

Breed: Beagle

Group: Hound

Origin: 16th century England

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: Evolved as a compact scent hound, hunting 
small quarry such as rabbits and hare, recognized in 
2 size varieties: under 13 inches and 13 to 15 inches.

Parent club website: www.clubs.akc.org/NBC

Nutritional recommendations: For nutrition to keep your
beagle healthy, visit  www.royalcanin.us for Medium dog
recommendations.
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Breed: Black and  Tan Coonhound

Group: Hound

Origin: United States of America

First recognized by the AKC: 1945

Purpose:The Black and Tan is considered a trail and tree
hound, capable of withstanding the rigors of winter, the
heat of summer, and difficult terrain to hunt deer, bear,
mountain lion and other big game.

Parent club website: www.abtcc.com

Nutritional recommendations: Keeping healthy joints,
bones, heart and eyes are important for this large breed
dog and puppies. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the most
innovative information and diet recommendations for
Maxi breed dogs.

Black and  Black and  TTan Can Cooonhoundonhound
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Breed: Bloodhound

Group: Hound

Origin: The Mediterranean countries as early as the
Roman Empire

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: Hunting by scent, this breed is legendary in law
enforcement and tracking.

Parent club website: www.bloodhounds.org

Nutritional recommendations: Giant breed dogs have
specific needs for their long growth, up to 24 months. As an
adult, attention to digestive tracts, large bones and joints,
teeth, and heart health are all a part of good nutrition. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the most current recommendations
for this Maxi to Giant sized dog.

BloBlooodhounddhound
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Breed: Borzoi

Group: Hound

Origin: Russia

First recognized by the AKC: 1891

Purpose:This “Russian Wolfhound”was developed for
coursing wild game, and hunting wolves and coyotes.

Parent club website: www.borzoiclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: As a Giant breed dog, special
nutrition is needed for the long, slow growth period. Adult
nutrition should support healthy heart, bones, and diges-
tive tracts. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative
recommendations.

BBororzzoioi
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Breed: Dachshund

Group: Hound

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: Dachshund actually means “badger dog” in
German. This fellow would dig into a badger burrow and
then fight with it to the death. They are recognized in 3
coat varieties: smooth, longhaired, and wirehaired.

Parent club website: www.dachshund-dca.org/

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition supports
the long and lean physique of the dachshund. Keeping
healthy eyes, and teeth are also important. Visit 
www.royalcanin.us for more  nutritional recommendations.

DDachshundachshund
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Breed: English Foxhound

Group: Hound

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1909

Purpose:This sporting breed excelled at fox hunting but
can be trained for other ground game.

Parent club website: www.fcna.org

Nutritional recommendations: For an active and sporty
hound, visit www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative
diets for an active Medium-sized dog

EEnglish Fnglish Fooxhoundxhound
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Breed: Greyhound

Group: Hound 

Origin: Ancient Egypt as early as 2000 B.C.

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: Originally bred for hunting, guarding and
protection, racing and companionship are now  this
noble breed’s main duties.

Parent club website: www.greyhoundclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: The most ancient of
breeds, the Greyhound must have keen vision, strong
teeth, and energy to suit its athleticism. Optimal
nutrition should address eye, dental, heart, bone and
muscle health. Attention to digestive security is also
important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition
and dietary advancements for your speedy hound.

GGrreeyhound         yhound         
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Breed: Harrier

Group: Hound

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose:This smaller version of the foxhound was
developed for  hare hunting, hence his name.

Parent club website: www.harrierclubofamerica.com

Nutritional recommendations: This active, Medium-sized
scent hound has a big personality and tremendous
energy. Nutrition should optimize its drive, and
longevity. Attention to appropriate energy, antioxidants,
and keen senses are important for the Harrier’s modern
needs. Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition options
for this Medium-size breed.

HHararrrier   ier   
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Ibizan HIbizan Houndound

Breed: Ibizan Hound

Group: Hound

Origin: Egypt The first images of what we  recognized as the
Ibizan hound are found in ancient Egyptian tombs. It is apparent
that statues of the Egyptian god Anubis, watchdog of the dead,
are replicas of the Ibizan Hound. Finally it is thought that  Ibizan
hound was brought to the island of Ibiza by Phoenician sailors.

First recognized by the AKC: 1978

Purpose:This ancient breed  was used on the isle of Ibiza for
hunting, guarding, and companionship.

Parent club website: www.ihcus.org

Nutritional recommendations: Ibizans are fit and sleek hunters.
Their nutrition should provide energy to sustain their active lives,
and antioxidants to prevent illness. Owners of Medium-sized
dogs can  visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition  ideal for
the  Ibizan Hound.
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Breed: Irish Wolfhound

Group: Hound

Origin: Ireland

First recognized by the AKC: 1897

Purpose:This Giant-sized hound was adept at hunting
wolves and other large game.

Parent club website: www.iwclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: As a giant breed, Irish
wolfhound needs the proper energy and nutrients
specific for his long, slow growth period. In addition,
digestive support, heart health, and joint nutrients are
important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition
for the Irish Wolfhound, and other Giant-size canine
food.

IrIrish ish WWolfhound  olfhound  
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Breed: Norwegian Elkhound

Group: Hound

Origin: Norway

First recognized by the AKC: 1913

Purpose: An early breed who accompanied the
Vikings, the Norwegian Elkhound was also good at
hunting, herding and guarding flocks from predators.

Parent club website: www.neaa.net

Nutritional recommendations: A beautiful coat and
strong joint and bone structure are important to this
breed. To find the best nutrition for your Medium-sized
dog, visit www.royalcanin.us 

NNoror wwegian Eegian Elklkhoundhound
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Breed: Otterhound

Group: Hound

Origin: England or France

First recognized by the AKC: 1910

Purpose: This breed dates back to the 1200’s when
hunting otter was necessary to preserve numbers of
fish in streams.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/ohca

Nutritional recommendations: For these and other
Maxi and Giant breed dogs, nutrition to support the
musculoskeletal system, nervous system, digestive
security, and rugged coat are important. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for dietary options for your 
healthy Otterhound

OOtttterhound erhound 
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Breed: Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen

Group: Hound

Origin: France

First recognized by the AKC: 1990

Purpose: This old breed was developed to trail and
drive small game such as rabbits.

Parent club website: www.pbgv.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this active
Medium-sized breed, nutrition should optimize
strong bones and spine, keen senses, and digestive
security. Visit www.royalcanin.us for nutrition options
for your PBGV.

PPetit Betit Basset Gasset Grriffiffon on VVendeenendeen
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Breed: Pharoah Hound

Group: Hound

Origin: Egypt

First recognized by the AKC: 1983

Purpose: This ancient breed was adept at  hunting
and companionship and actually “blushes” with
excitement.

Parent club website: www.ph-club.org

Nutritional recommendations: His moderate size and
agility make the Pharoah hound a sporty and endeared
companion. To optimize wellness and longevity, visit
www.royalcanin.us for Medium and Maxi sized breed
health nutrition.

PPharharoah Hoah Hound      ound      
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PPlott     lott     

Breed: Plott

Group: Hound

Origin: America

First recognized by the AKC: 2007

Purpose:This breed was known for trailing and treeing
game, from raccoons to bear.

Nutritional recommendations: for this Maxi- sized
breed should include consideration for active bone
and joints, keen senses, and digestive security. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition options for
your healthy Plott Hound.
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Breed: Rhodesian Ridgeback

Group: Hound

Origin: South Africa

First recognized by the AKC: 1955

Purpose: Known for the strip of hair on his spine
growing forward, this giant excelled at  hunting lions
in Africa.

Parent club website: www.rrcus.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this Maxi to Giant-
size breed, nutritional attention to bones and joints,
digestive security, and unique coat is important. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition options.

RRhohodesian Rdesian Ridgebackidgeback
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Breed: Saluki

Group: Hound

Origin: Egypt

First recognized by the AKC: 1929

Purpose: Possibly the oldest recorded breed, this 
royal dog  was used for  hunting gazelle and other
fast prey.

Parent club website: www.salukiclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: As a Maxi-size athlete,
nutrition should support a  Saluki’s keen vision,
smooth coat, long jaw and teeth, and of course
bones and joints. Visit www.royalcanin.us for health
nutrition for this and other Maxi- size breeds.

SSalukaluki     i     
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Breed: Scottish Deerhound

Group: Hound

Origin: Scotland

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: This valued breed was bred to hunt deer and
larger game.

Parent club website: www.deerhound.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition for this swift
Maxi to Giant-size breed should support its vision,
long bones and strong joints, digestive security, and
strong teeth. Visit www.royalcanin.us for Giant- sized
breed nutrition.

ScScottish Dottish Deerhound  eerhound  
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WWhipphippetet

Breed: Whippet

Group: Hound

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1888

Purpose: This slim athlete is adept at racing and rabbit
coursing.

Parent club website: www.americanwhippetclub.net

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for optimum
skin, digestive and muscle health are important. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for more information on Medium-
breed nutrition.
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Breed: Akita

Group:Working

Origin: Northern mountains of Japan, but Helen Keller is
credited with bringing the Akita to the USA.

First recognized by the AKC: 1972

Purpose:The Akita was bred as a versatile hunting dog and
guardian of the home.

Parent club website: www.akitaclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: Giant breed dogs grow very
quickly, and have specific nutritional needs for growth.
The Akita also must maintain good vision, healthy coat,
strong heart, and protecting the large bones. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for more life stage information for
Giant and Maxi dogs.

AAkkitaita
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Breed: Alaskan Malamute

Group:Working

Origin: Arctic Alaska

First recognized by the AKC: 1935

Purpose: Innuit tribes bred Malamutes as draft animals to
pull sleds filled with supplies over the Arctic landscape.

Parent club website: www.alaskanmalamute.org

Nutritional recommendations: A true large breed dog
that  exhibits strong, well-developed muscles, and a
protective coat. Visit www.royalcanin.us for nutritional
recommendations for Maxi-size dogs.

AAlasklaskan Man Malamutalamutee
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Breed: Anatolian Shepherd Dog

Group:Working

Origin: Over 6000 years ago in modern day Turkey

First recognized by the AKC: 1995

Purpose: This breed was developed as loyal guard dog for
nomadic shepherds.

Parent club website: www.asdca.org

Nutritional recommendations: This is a true giant breed
which doesn’t stop growing until at least 2 years of age.
Nutritional attention to bones, joints, heart, skin, and the
digestive system is important. Visit www.royalcanin.us to
find out what Giant size diet is right for your Anatolian
Shepherd Dog.

AAnanattolian Solian Shepherhepherd Dd Doogg
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Breed: Bernese Mountain Dog 

Group:Working

Origin: Switzerland, City of Bern

First recognized by the AKC: 1937

Purpose: Draft and droving work in mountainous
topography

Parent club website: www.bmdca.org

Nutritional recommendations: Bernese Mountain Dogs
are considered giants. Good nutrition should address
keeping the heart, skin, eyes, and growing and adult joints
and bones healthy. Visit www.royalcanin.us for giant
puppy and adult health nutrition options.

BBerernese Mnese Mounountain Dtain Doog g 
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Breed: Boxer

Group:Working

Origin: Ancient reports a lineage from as far as Tibet, but
most recognize Germany as the country of origin.

First recognized by the AKC: 1904

Purpose: Boxer ancestors were bred to run down and hold
large game such as wild boar and bison until the hunter
could arrive.

Parent club website: americanboxerclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: Boxers have unique
nutritional needs.Visit www.royalcanin.us for Boxer’s spe-
cific health nutritional recommendations for all life stages

BBooxxerer
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Breed: Bullmastiff

Group:Working

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1934

Purpose: Bred by gamekeepers to protect game from
poachers

Parent club website: www.bullmastiff.us

Nutritional recommendations: As a Giant breed dog,
special nutrition is needed for the long, slow growth
period. Adult nutrition should support healthy heart,
bones, and digestive tracts. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
the most innovative recommendations.

BullmastiffBullmastiff
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Breed: Dogue de Bordeaux

Group : Working

Origin: Ancient France

First recognized by the AKC: 2008

Purpose: Bred for their intense drive as guardians and
hunters, the Dogue has been the victim of execution for
its intense, yet gentle loyalty during both the French
Revolution, and by Hilter during World War II.

Parent club website: www.ddbs.org

Nutritional Recommendations: Nutrition for this
Molossus should value the soft, supple skin, large
bones, and slow growth rate for puppies. Visit
www.royalcanin.us

DDoog de Bg de Borordeauxdeaux
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Breed: Doberman Pinscher

Group:Working

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1908 

Purpose: He was bred to be a guard and companion which
helps him excel as a police and war dog.

Parent club website: www.dpca.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this true large breed
nutrition should support the heart, muscles, joints, and eye.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for the most current innovations
for the healthy large breed dogs.

DDobobererman Pman Pinscherinscher
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Breed: German Pinscher

Group: Working 

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 2003

Purpose:This determined dog’s main jobs were hunting
vermin and guarding the home.

Parent club website: www.german-pinscher.com

Nutritional recommendations: Strong joints, keen
eyes, and healthy teeth are a nutritional priority for
this alert hunter. Visit www.royalcanin.us for nutrition
that can optimize this athlete’s health.

GGererman Pman Pinscherinscher
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Breed: Giant Schnauzer

Group: Working

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1930

Purpose: Originally designed for driving and protecting
cattle, this Maxi-sized dog’s intelligence made him an
excellent guard and police dog as well.

Parent club website:
www.giantschnauzerclubofamerica.com

Nutritional recommendations: Larger breeds have
longer growth periods, and large bones, joints, and
hearts. Nutrition should help promote the size, and life-
stage of these majestic dogs. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for the best nutrition for your healthy Giant Schnauzer.

GGianiant Schnauzt Schnauzerer
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Breed: Great Dane

Group: Working

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1887

Purpose: Originally known as the  German Mastiff, this
courageous giant was bred to hunt the savage wild
boars of Germany.

Parent club website: www.gdca.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition 
for the majestic Great Dane should include attention
to digestive security, heart health, giant joint and
bone structure, and appropriate kibble size. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative nutrition
for Great Dane puppies and adults.

GGrreaeat Dt Daneane
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Breed: Great Pyrenees

Group: Working

Origin: Pyrenees Mountains of France

First recognized by the AKC: 1933

Purpose: This loyal and courageous giant  was  bred to
guard  his master’s flocks in the rugged mountains.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/gpca

Nutritional recommendations: For the ancient and
elegant Great Pyrenees, special nutritional attention
to the joints and bones is a must. It is also best to
optimize the full coat, keen eyes, and digestive security
of this Giant breeds. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
the most current health nutrition diets on adults and
puppies of this breed.

GGrreaeat Pt Pyryreneesenees
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Breed: Greater Swiss Mountain Dog

Group: Working

Origin: Switzerland

First recognized by the AKC: 1995

Purpose: This early ancestor of the Rottweiler and the
St. Bernard was an all-purpose farm dog: He could herd,
protecting the flock, and also perform draft work.

Parent club website: www.gsmdca.org

Nutritional recommendations: A true Giant and hard worker,
the Swissie’s health can be optimized with nutritional
attention to eyes, growing and working joints and bones.
Heart health, a strong immune system, and digestive security
are also important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the most
current nutritional innovations for the puppy and adult of
this ancient breed.

GGrreaeatter Ser Swiss Mwiss Mounountain Dtain Doogg
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Breed: Komondor

Group: Working

Origin: Hungary

First recognized by the AKC: 1937

Purpose: Bearing a striking corded coat, the
Komondor was responsible for protecting and
guarding flock and herd.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/kca

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients to optimize
wellness for this breed include those supporting
bone and joint growth for Maxi-sized breeds.
Nutritional information  about his unique coat,
digestive security and other needs can be found at
www.royalcanin.us.

KKomondoromondor
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Breed: Kuvasz

Group: Working

Origin: Hungary

First recognized by the AKC: 1931

Purpose: Kuvasz  comes from “kawasz”, a Turkish
word that means “armed guard of nobility.” This giant
was a protector of many rulers.

Parent club website: www.kuvasz.com

Nutritional recommendations: Giant breed puppies
that grow too fast are at risk for many bone and joint
problems. Royal Canin takes this and other health issues
into consideration when developing diets for Kuvasz
puppies and adults. Visit www.royalcanin.us to get
more information on these are other nutritional topics.

KKuvuvaszasz
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Breed: Mastiff

Group: Working

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: This ancient guardian and protector is
recorded to have existed for over two thousand years.

Parent club website: www.mastiff.org

Nutritional recommendations: Health nutrition
throughout the life of the Mastiff should support his
large bone  structure, joints, heart and digestive tract.
Visit www.royalcanin.us to find diet innovations for
Mastiffs and other Giant breeds.

MMastiffastiff
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Breed: Neapolitan Mastiff

Group: Working

Origin: Southern Italy

First recognized by the AKC: 2004

Purpose: This ancient war dog was also used to guard
and defend property and owner.

Parent club website: www.neapolitan.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this colossus of
dogs, nutrition should strive to optimize bones and
joints, healthy skin, and sound heart and digestion.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition for this
and other Giant-sized dogs

NNeapeapolitan Molitan Mastiffastiff
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Breed: Newfoundland

Group: Working

Origin: Newfoundland

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: This giant was bred to be an excellent water
dog to help fishermen with their nets, but was also
large enough to carry loads and pull cars.

Parent club website: www.ncanewfs.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this Giant-sized
breed, nutrients to optimize heart health, skin, bones
and joints are a priority. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
health nutrition for this and other Giant-sized breeds

NNeewfwfoundlandoundland
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Breed: Portuguese Water Dog

Group: Working

Origin: Portugal

First recognized by the AKC: 1983

Purpose: This hardy breed aided fisherman at sea by
retrieving broken nets, herding schools of fish, and
carrying messages between boats and to shore.

Parent club website: www.pwdca.org

Nutritional recommendations: These are stamina-
driven, Medium-Maxi sized athletes. Nutritional
needs can vary based on activity levels also. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the right nutrition for your
Portuguese Water Dog.

PPoror tuguese tuguese WWaatter Der Doogg
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Breed: Rottweiler

Group: Working

Origin: With his ancestors originating in Ancient Rome,
the Rottweiler (Butcher’s Dog) was later associated as
German

First recognized by the AKC: 1931

Purpose: This breed’s size and strength made him
ideal for driving cattle and guarding them at night.

Parent club website: www.amrottclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition for
this Giant breed should protect and promote the skeletal
system, heart, immune system, and the digestive tract
of these hearty workers. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
the most innovative nutrition for these and other
Giant breed dogs.

RottRottwweilereiler
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SSainaint Bt Berernarnardd

Breed: Saint Bernard

Group: Working

Origin: Switzerland

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: Originally intended for herding, guarding and drafting,
these large dogs are most famous for their work in the Swiss
Alps. As companions to monks living at the Hospice at St. Bernard
Pass, this breed proved invaluable in locating lost travelers by
scent and then blazing a trail through the snow.

Parent club website: www.saintbernardclub.org

Nutritional recommendations:The Saint Bernard is a Giant breed,
with giant joints and bones, strong heart, and hearty coat to pro-
tect it in adverse weather. Nutrition should reflect the breed’s
purpose and needs. Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition
innovations and recommendations for this loyal companion.
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Breed: Samoyed

Group: Working

Origin: Siberia

First recognized by the AKC: 1906

Purpose: This Arctic breed was used by nomadic
tribes for  herding reindeer, hunting and hauling
sledges, and as a guardian.

Parent club website:
www.samoyed.org/SCA/home.htm

Nutritional recommendations: The Samoyed is lean,
full-coated, and agile. Nutrition should support this
Maxi dog’s lifestyle and activity levels. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition options.

SSamoamoyyeded
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Breed: Standard Schnauzer

Group: Working

Origin: Germany 

First recognized by the AKC: 1904

Purpose: As the middle of the three sizes of
Schnauzer, the Standard has functioned as a guard
dog, a companion and in war as a dispatch carrier and
Red Cross aide.

Parent club website: www.standardschnauzer.org/

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for healthy
skin, coat and bladder are important for this breed.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for more nutritional recom-
mendations for this and other Medium-sized breeds.

SStandartandard Schnauzd Schnauzerer
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Breed: Siberian Husky

Group: Working

Origin: Siberia

First recognized by AKC:1930

Purpose: The Husky is most well-known as a sled dog,
but he was also important in Arctic search and rescue
in WWII.

Parent club website: www.shca.org/

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for healthy
skin, coat, joints and digestion are important for
Huskies. For more nutritional  information on these and
other Medium-sized breeds, visit www.royalcanin.us

SSibibererian Huskian Huskyy
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Breed: Tibetan Mastiff

Group: Working

Origin: Tibet

First recognized by the AKC: 2006

Purpose: These heavy-coated mastiffs were used as
guardians of family and property.

Parent club website: www.tibetanmastiff.org

Nutritional Recommendation: Attention should be
paid to joint and coat health as well as optimum
body weight. Visit www.royalcanin.us for more Giant-
sized nutritional information.

TTibibetan Metan Mastiffastiff
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Breed: Airedale Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: Valley of Aire, England

First recognized by the AKC: 1888

Purpose: All-purpose companion, bred for hunting birds,
retrieving waterfowl, and tracking.

Parent club website: www.Airedale.org

Nutritional recommendations: Addressing the unique
coat, stature, and keen senses are of key importance. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for healthy recommendations for Maxi
breed dogs.

AAiriredale edale TTererrrierier
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Breed: American Staffordshire Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1936 as Staffordshire Terriers,
and 1972 as American Staffordshire Terriers

Purpose:To perfect the versatility of the baiting bulldog,
terrier for companionship and gaming

Parent club website: www.amstaff.org

Nutritional recommendations: Strong, healthy bones and
muscles, healthy heart, and good digestion are important
for American Staffordshire Terriers. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for Maxi-size nutrition options.

AAmermericican San Stafftafforordshirdshire e TTererrrierier
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Breed: Australian Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: Melbourne, Australia

First recognized by the AKC: 1960

Purpose:This spirited breed was bred  to control rodents and
snakes on the waterfronts, farms,sheep,and cattle stations in
the outback. They sometimes tended sheep, sounding
an alarm when intruders appeared, and also served as
companions.

Parent club website: www.australianterrier.org

Nutritional recommendations: In keeping this breed
healthy, attention to good nutrition promoting joints, skin,
the digestive tract, and keen vision and scent are important.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for information on diets for Mini
and Medium-sized dogs.

AAustrustralian alian TTererrrierier
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Breed: Bedlington Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: Northumberland, England

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: Hunting badgers, otters, and other small quarry

Parent club website: www.bedlingtonamerica.com

Nutritional recommendations: For a Mini breed with a
fine coat, but outstanding athletic ability, visit 
www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition options.

BBedlingtedlington on TTererrrierier
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Breed: Border Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: The border region of the Cheviot hills in Great
Britain

First Recognized by the AKC: 1930

Purpose:To protect sheep herds from fox by hunting the
fox as well as vermin.

Parent club website: www.btcoa.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition
should be attentive to the  thick, weather-resistant
coat, and agile musculoskeletal system. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for this Mini-to Medium-sized dog
health nutrition recommendations.

BBororder der TTererrrierier
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Breed: Bull Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose:They evolved as sporting dogs as they were
descended from bull-baiting dogs.

Parent club website: www.btca.com

Nutritional recommendations: A Medium-sized dog,
keeping healthy eyes, heart, skin, bones, and kidneys
are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for diet
recommendations

Bull Bull TTererrrierier
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Breed: Cairn Terrier

Origin: Isle of Skye and the Highlands of Scotland

First recognized by the AKC: 1913

Purpose:These spirited terriers were bred for hunting
badgers, foxes, and vermin and were able to defend
themselves from these predators.

Parent club website: www.cairnterrier.org

Nutritional recommendations: Attention to healthy skin,
bones, and teeth are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for Mini-sized nutritional recommendations.

CCairairn n TTererrrierier
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Breed: Dandie Dinmont Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: He came from the border hills of England and
Scotland and was named for a character in a Sir Walter
Scott novel.

First recognized by the AKC in 1886

Purpose: Originally bred for hunting otter and badger,
today he makes an excellent house dog.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/ddtca

Nutritional recommendations: Nutritional attention to the
coat, eyes, teeth, and many joints, especially in the spine
are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the most
current nutritional innovations.

DDandie Dandie Dinmoninmont t TTererrrierier
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Breed: Glen of Imaal Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Ireland

First recognized by the AKC: October 2004

Purpose: This obscure breed, like many terriers, was
bred to hunt badger, and vermin. He also had the
unique job of working a turnspit.

Parent club website: www.glens.org

Nutritional recommendations: The medium sized 
Glen of Imaal terrier has rugged features, but keeping
the double coat, long back, and bowed legs strong are
important  nutritional features. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for healthy Medium-sized breed health nutrition
options.

GGlen of Imaal len of Imaal TTererrrierier
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Breed: Irish Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Ireland

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: This multi-talented terrier could hunt and 
kill small game and vermin, and functions as a gun
dog and retriever. He also makes a wonderful
companion and guard.

Parent club website: www.itca.info

Nutritional recommendations: Keeping this Medium-
size breed  fit, with strong teeth and bones and keen
vision can be optimized with good nutrition. Visit
www. royalcanin.us for more feeding guidelines on
this  spirited  terrier.

IrIrish ish TTererrrierier
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Breed: Kerry Blue Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Ireland

First recognized by the AKC: 1922

Purpose: A true all-purpose working terrier, he excelled
at  silently hunting small game and birds, retrieving in
water and on land, and was even used as a herding dog.

Parent club website: www.uskbtc.com

Nutritional recommendations: For the best health and
longevity, attention to nutrition is key. Nutrients to
maintain a sound immune system, nervous system,
and cardiopulmonary system are important. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative nutritional
developments for your Kerry Blue, and other Medium-
sized dogs.

KKererrry Blue y Blue TTererrrierier
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Breed: Lakeland Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1934

Purpose: This breed was originally used to protect
flocks of sheep  from foxes.

Parent club website: USLakelandterrier.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this Mini-sized
terrier, attention to healthy eyes, terrier coat and skin.
The proper energy for his lifestyle, whether  working
or relaxing, is also important. Visit www.royalcanin.us
to find what diets are best for your Lakeland Terrier
and other Mini-sized breed dogs.

LLakakeland eland TTererrrierier
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Breed: Manchester Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: The Manchester was developed to kill vermin
and to course small game. It evolved into two varieties;
the standard variety is 12 pounds or larger.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/mtca/

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition should cater
to and optimize digestive security, immunity, and eye
health. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the best nutritional
recommendations for these Mini breed dogs.

TERRIER

MManchestanchester er TTererrrierier
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Breed: Miniature Bull Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1991

Purpose: Originally bred for sport fighting, the breed’s
intelligence and demeanor transitioned the Miniature
Bull Terrier into a small, friendly companion.

Parent club website: www.mbtca.org

Nutritional recommendations: Good nutrition for the
Miniature Bull Terrier should include nutrients  to sup-
port  the immune system, promote and protect  vision,
as well as support  vital organs such as the kidneys. Visit
www.royalcanin.us to find the right diet your healthy
Miniature Bull Terrier and other Mini-sized dogs.

MMiniainiaturture Bull e Bull TTererrrierier
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Breed: Miniature Schnauzer

Group: Terrier

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1926

Purpose: A small farm dog to guard, protect, and control
vermin, his milder temperament allowed him to evolve
into a household companion.

Parent club website: www.amsc.us

Nutritional recommendations: This sturdy, Mini-sized
breed is a big dog in a small body. Its jaws and teeth
are as strong as that of a dog twice its size. Nutrition
should strive to optimize health by supporting its skin,
vital organs, and teeth. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the
best nutrition for the healthy Miniature Schnauzer.

MMiniainiaturture Schnauze Schnauzerer
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Breed: Norfolk Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1979

Purpose:This breed, originally considered one with the
Norwich Terrier, was bred for hunting and killing small
vermin and predators as large as fox.

Parent club website:
www.norwichandnorfolkterrier.org

Nutritional recommendations: These compact and
spry terriers should have nutrition and nutrients to
support the range of lifestyles and activities.
Nutrition can also help optimize skin, joints, and
teeth. Visit www.royalcanin.us for Mini-sized breed
nutritional recommendations

NNoror ffolk olk TTererrrierier
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Breed: Norwich Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1936

Purpose: Like his cousin the Norfolk, this terrier is
adept at hunting vermin.

Parent club website:
www.norwichandnorfolkterrier.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this Mini-sized
breed, find nutrition suitable for the lifestyle and
activity level at www.royalcanin.us

NNoror wich wich TTererrrierier
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Breed: Parson Russell Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 2000

Purpose: This determined breed was developed for
“taking the fox to ground” after the hounds had
chased it during the fox hunt.

Parent club website: www.prtaa.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition
should provide nutrients to strengthen the senses
important for the hunting purpose of this breed. Visit
www.royalcanin.us to find health nutrition and diets
that can enhance the lives of this  Mini-sized breed.

PParson Rarson Russell ussell TTererrrierier
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Breed: Scottish Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Scotland

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose:This well-known breed was adept at hunting
badgers and foxes.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/stca

Nutritional recommendations: Addressing the purpose
for which this Mini-size terrier was bred, nutrition
should optimize and support dental health, skin and
coat, and active joints. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
innovative health nutrition options.

ScScottish ottish TTererrrierier
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Breed: Sealyham Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Wales

First recognized by the AKC: 1911

Purpose: This spirited terrier was used for  hunting
badger, fox, and otter.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/sealy

Nutritional recommendations: Addressing the purpose
this Mini-sized terrier was bred, nutrition should
optimize and support dental health, skin and coat,
and active joints. Visit www.royalcanin.us for innovative
health nutrition options.

SSealyham ealyham TTererrrierier
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Breed Skye Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Scotland

Recognized by the AKC: 1887

Purpose: This long-haired terrier was bred for hunting
small game, challenging predatory animals, and to
serve as a loyal companion.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/skye

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for skin, coat
and joint health are important for Skyes. More infor-
mation for this and other Mini-breeds can be found at
www.royalcanin.us.

SSkkyye e TTererrrierier
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SSmomooth Foth Foox x TTererrrierier

Breed: Smooth Fox Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1985

Purpose: Chase small game from their densto assist in
hunting.

Parent club website: www.aftc.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition
should provide appropriate energy for the endurance
of sport, and support keen sense such as vision, scent,
and hearing. Visit www.royalcanin.us for mini breed 
health nutrition choices.
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Breed: Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Ireland

First recognized by the AKC: 1973

Purpose: This terrier was adept at hunting small
game, and could also serve as a guard to property
and family, and as a companion.

Parent club website: www.scwtca.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for skin, coat
and urinary health are important for this terrier. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for more nutritional information
on this and other Medium breeds.

SSofoft Ct Coaoatted ed WWheaheatten en TTererrrierier
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Breed: Staffordshire Bull Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: England

Recognized by the AKC: 1974

Purpose: Originally bred for dog fighting, this bully
breed is now a loyal companion.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/sbtci

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients to maintain
joint, muscle and skin health are important for this
athletic breed. More information on diet for these
and other Medium-sized dogs can be found at
www.royalcanin.us

SStafftafforordshirdshire Bull e Bull TTererrrierier
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Breed: Welsh  Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Wales

First recognized by the AKC: 1888

Purpose:This lively terrier was bred for hunting badger,
otter and fox.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/wtca

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for skin and
joint health are important since he was bred to lead an
active lifestyle.Visit www.royalcanin.us for more nutri-
tional information on your Mini-sized terrier.

WWelsh elsh TTererrrierier
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Breed: West Highland White Terrier

Group: Terrier

Origin: Scotland

First recognized by the AKC:1908

Purpose: These terriers were used as hunters of small
game, and also as companions.

Parent club website: www.westieclubamerica.com

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for optimum
skin, coat as well as bladder health are important. For
more information, visit www.royalcanin.us and read
about Mini-sized nutrition for your healthy Westie

WWest Highland est Highland WWhithite e TTererrrierier
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WWirire Fe Foox x TTererrrierier

Breed:Wire Fox Terrier

Group:Terrier

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1985

Purpose: Chase small game from their dens to assist in
hunting

Parent club website: www.aftc.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition should
provide appropriate energy for the endurance of sport,
and support keen sense such as vision, scent, and hearing.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for mini breed health nutrition
choices.
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Breed: Affenpinscher

Group: Toy

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1936

Purpose:This breed was developed to rid the kitchens,
granaries, and stables of rodents.

Parent club website: www.affenpinscher.org

Nutritional recommendations: This breed needs the
proper nutrients to support their teeth, coat, and strong
bones. Visit www.royalcanin.us to find more dietary
options for Mini breed dogs.

AAffffenpinscherenpinscher
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Breed: Brussels Griffon

Group:Toy

Origin: Brussels, Belgium

Purpose: The Brussels began as ratter in barns where
horses and stagecoach are housed, but is now classified
in the Toy group as is a fine companion.

First recognized by the AKC: 1910

Parent club website: www.brussels-griffon.info

Nutritional recommendations:This active, Mini-sized breed
need proper nutrition to support its special coat, small
teeth, and firm build,Visit www.royalcanin.us for health
nutrition recommendations.

BrBrussels Gussels Grriffiffonon
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Breed: Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Group:Toy

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1996

Purpose:This small spaniel’s only job was warming the laps
of its owners.

Parent club website: www.ACKCSC.org

Nutritional recommendations:Keeping healthy eyes,heart,
skin,and lean body mass are key features of good nutrition
for a King Charles Cavalier Spaniel.Visit www.royalcanin.us
for the most current health nutrition recommendations.

CCaavvalier Kalier King Cing Charharles Sles Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Chihuahua

Group:Toy

Origin: Mexico

First recognized by the AKC: 1904

Purpose: His ancestry dates back to pre-Mayan civilization
in Mexico. He was used as vermin control and held a
religious significance as well.

Parent club website: www.chihuahuaclubofamerica.com

Nutritional recommendations: This true toy breed has
special nutritional considerations. For a diet specifically
formulated for Chihuahuas, visit www.royalcanin.us

CChihuahuahihuahua
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CChinese Chinese Crrestesteded

Breed: Chinese Crested

Group:Toy

Origin: China

First recognized by the AKC: 1991

Purpose:This unique-looking toy had the job of hunting
vermin on ships and sailing vessels.

Parent club website: www.chinesecrestedclub.info

Nutritional recommendations: As a toy breed, with a
unique skin and coat, visit www. royalcanin.us for
innovative nutrition for these Mini-dogs.
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Breed: English Toy Spaniel

Group: Toy

Origin: Although its ancestors probably were from the
Orient, this breed made a definite appearance in England
during the reign of King Charles I.

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: Well known as a companion dog, it is also
talented at hunting woodcock.

Parent club website: www.etsca.org

Nutritional recommendations: For a Mini-sized
companion, full coat, healthy skin, eyes, heart and
joints are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
the most innovative nutritional recommendations.

EEnglish nglish TTooy Sy Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Havanese

Group: Toy Group

Origin: Cuba

First recognized by the AKC: 1999

Purpose: This “national dog of Cuba” is a charming
companion, watchdog, and poultry herder.

Parent club website: www.havanese.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this active Mini-
sized breed, nutrition should optimize its silky coat, fine
teeth, and bone structure. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
Mini diets depending on your Havanese’s lifestyle

HHaavvaneseanese
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Breed: Italian Greyhound

Group:Toy

Origin: This “miniature greyhound”appeared in the Mediterranean
region in 1 AD, and became concentrated in Italy.

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: It is surmised this dainty dog served as both a companion
and hunter of small vermin, but is most commonly recognized as a
companion, and personal warmer, as seen in Renaissance paintings
burrowed within the pettycoating of  aristocracy.

Parent club website: www.italiangreyhound.org

Nutritional recommendations: The Italian Greyhound may look deli-
cate, but their active nature is indisputable. They can live exclusively
indoors as well. Special nutrients, such as antioxidants, for joint and
vision support, can help optimize health and enhance quality of life.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition recommendations for the
Mini-size nutrition.

IItalian Gtalian Grreeyhoundyhound
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Breed: Japanese Chin

Group: Toy

Origin: China

First recognized by the AKC: 1888

Purpose: These toys served as lap-warmers and pets
of Japanese royalty and aristocracy.

Parent club website: www.japanesechinonline.org

Nutritional recommendations: These small  dogs
have unique facial and bone features. Keeping strong
immune systems, joints and skin are important
nutritional considerations. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for health nutrition for these, and other Mini-sized
breeds.

JJapanese Capanese Chinhin
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Breed: Maltese

Group: Toy

Origin: Malta

First recognized by the AKC: 1888

Purpose: This ancient breed was recorded in Biblical
times as companion to aristocracy.

Parent club website: www.americanmaltese.org

Nutritional recommendations: Special nutrients to
enhance well-being and prevent disease can optimize
the life of this toy breed. Visit www.royalcanin.us to
find out what diets can help stimulate the immune
system, and promote eye and skin health for your
healthy Maltese.

MMaltalteseese
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Breed: Manchester Terrier

Group: Toy

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose:The Manchester was developed to kill vermin
and to course small game. It evolved into two varieties,
the Toy is less than 12 pounds.

Parent club website: clubs.akc.org/mtca/

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition should cater
to and optimize digestive security, immunity, and eye
health. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the best nutritional
recommendations for these Toy breed dogs.

MManchestanchester er TTererrrierier
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Breed: Miniature Pinscher

Group: Toy

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1925

Purpose:This very old breed was developed for barnyard
ratting and vermin control. He is not related to the
Doberman Pinscher.

Parent club website: www.minpin.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition for
the Miniature Pinscher should promote healthy eyes,
joints, spine and teeth. Visit www. royalcanin.us for
innovative nutrition to optimize health of your Min
Pin and other Mini-sized breeds.

MMiniainiaturture Pe Pinscherinscher
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PPapillonapillon

Breed: Papillon

Group: Toy

Origin: France

First recognized by the AKC: 1915

Purpose: Although these tiny spaniel type dogs are
excellent companions, they are surprisingly good at
hunting out vermin.

Parent club website: www.papillonclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: The papillon is a soft,
spirited companion so nutrition should optimize
the activity level as well as the haircoat. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for ideal Mini-sized canine
health nutrition.
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Breed: Pekingese

Group: Toy

Origin: China

First recognized by the AKC: 1906

Purpose: These revered Chinese dogs existed to pro-
vide companionship and loyalty to their owners.

Parent club website:
www.thepekingeseclubofamerica.com

Nutritional recommendations: For Mini-sized breeds,
attention to strong immune systems, proper body
condition and healthy coats are important. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition information
for your Pekingese.

PPekekingeseingese
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Breed: Pomeranian

Group: Toy

Origin: Iceland and Lapland

First recognized by the AKC: 1888

Purpose: First recognized as a medium-sized breed, they
were bred for herding sheep.Victorian society in England
popularized the breed into a smaller companion version,
although it was recognized as the same breed.

Parent club website:
www.AmericanPomeranianclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: This Toy breed is
known for its full coat and tiny bone structure; and its
nutrition should also support these features. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for diets that cater to the individual
needs and lifestyle of this and other Mini breeds.

PPomeromeraniananian
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Breed: Pug

Group: Toy

Origin: Asia

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: This eager-to-please breed was designed to
be a companion but has also proven himself as a
watchdog.

Parent club website: www.pug.org

Nutritional recommendations: Maintaining optimum
body condition, as well as healthy eyes and coat are
important to your Pug. For this and other Mini-sized
breeds, visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition
recommendations.

PPugug
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Breed: Poodle (Toy)

Group: Toy 

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1887

Purpose: performance

Parent club website: www.poodleclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations:The Poodle demonstrates
the true individuality of one breed, and the unique
needs of toy breed poodles. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for the health nutrition right for the size and lifestyle
of the individual Poodle.

PPoooodle (dle ( TTooy)y)
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Breed: Silky Terrier

Group:Toy

Origin: Australia

Recognized by the AKC: 1959

Purpose: This long-haired terrier was thought to have
been bred for  hunting rodents, snakes, small game,
and today excels as a companion.

Parent club website: www.silkyterrierclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition should
promote healthy joints and skin, as well as digestive securi-
ty. For more nutritional information on these and other
mini breeds, visit www.royalcanin.us.

SSilkilky y TTererrrierier
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Breed: Shih Tzu

Group: Toy

Origin: China

First recognized by the AKC:1969

Purpose: This ancient breed served as a companion to
Chinese royalty and today is still prized as a lovable
pet.

Parent club website: www.shihtzu.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for skin,
coat, and bladder are important to these breed. For
more nutritional details on this and other Mini-
breeds , visit www.royalcanin.us.

SShih hih TTzuzu
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Breed:Toy Fox Terrier

Group:Toy

Origin: America

First recognized by the AKC: 2003

Purpose: A smaller ratter, but primarily companionship

Parent club website: www.atftc.com

Nutritional recommendations: Optimal nutrition should
promote healthy joints, keen vision, and energy appropriate
for activity levels. For more nutritional information on these
and other mini and toy breeds, visit www.royalcanin.us.

TTooy Fy Foox x TTererrrierier
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Breed: Yorkshire Terrier

Group: Toy

Origin: This terrier was brought to England by
Scottish weavers

Recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose: Yorkies served as ratters for weavers, and
later as companions to society.

Parent club website: www.ytca.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for healthy
skin and coat as well as dental health are important
to this breed. For more nutritional information on
Yorkies and other toy breeds, visit www.royalcanin.us  

YYororkshirkshire e TTererrrierier
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Breed: American Eskimo

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: From European Spitz (Nordic, German and Italian,
possibly even Japanese)

First recognized by the AKC: 1995

Purpose: Since they are wonderful companions and are
very agile, they were known as performing circus dogs
when introduced to the U.S.

Parent club website: www.aedca.org

Nutritional recommendations: These dogs are bright-
witted and agile. Nutrition should address its adult size
needs depending on which of the three size categories
the individual belongs: Toy, Miniature or Standard. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for further information.

NON-SPORTING

AAmermericican Ean Eskskimoimo
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Breed: Bichon Frise

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin:The Mediterranean countries (France, Spain, Italy)
over 600 years ago

First recognized by the AKC: 1972

Purpose:These were such delightful companions, they
were often used as barter by sailors

Parent club website: www.bichon.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition should focus on
maximizing the brilliant coat, healthy eye, joints, and
teeth. Visit www.royalcanin.us the specific nutritional
recommendations for your Bichon Frise.

NON-SPORTING

Bichon FBichon Frriseise
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Breed: Boston Terrier

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Boston, Mass.

First recognized by the AKC: 1893

Purpose: Known as “the American gentleman”, this was a
product of the bulldog and the white bull terrier.

Parent club website: www.bostonterrierclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations:Visit www.royalcanin.us for
health nutrition recommendations for this mini-sized
breed with attention to its healthy eyes, teeth, and small,
but agile joints.

NON-SPORTING

BBostoston on TTererrrierier
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Breed: Bulldog

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: British Isles

First recognized by the AKC: 1886

Purpose: Originally bred for the sport of bull-baiting, the
Bulldog evolved into a companion.

Parent club website: www.thebca.org

Nutritional recommendations: For the unique growth
and special needs of this Medium-sized dog, visit
www.royalcanin.us.

NON-SPORTING

BulldoBulldogg
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Breed: Chinese Shar-Pei

Group: Non-Sporting 

Origin: Han Dynasty China

First recognized by the AKC: 1991

Purpose: This wrinkled Oriental breed was originally a
utilitarian hunter and a guard dog.

Parent club website: www.cspca.com

Nutritional recommendations: For a medium-large breed,
the Shar-pei is distinguished by its coat, eye, and
temperament. Visit www.royalcanin.us for innovative
health nutrition recommendations.

NON-SPORTING

CChinese Shinese Shar-Phar-Peiei
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Breed: Chow Chow

Group: Non-Sporting 

Origin: China

First recognized by the AKC: 1903

Purpose:This thick coated breed was designed for  hunting,
herding, draft usage  and protection.

Parent club website: www.chowclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: Supporting the full coat,
and strong joints are important considerations. Visit
www. royalcanin.us for specific diet options for your
healthy Chow Chow.

NON-SPORTING

CChohow Cw Chohoww
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Breed: Dalmatian

Groups: Non-Sporting

Origin: One theory is Dalmatia, (present day Croatia) but
many nationalities claim him

First recognized by the AKC: 1888

Purpose: He is most famous for his role as a coach dog and
guardian, although he has excelled as a dog of war, a
hunter, and many other uses.

Parent club website: www.thedca.org

Nutritional recommendations: Supporting his unique skin,
bones and joints are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for the most current recommendations for Dalmatian
health nutrition.

NON-SPORTING

DDalmaalmatiantian
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Breed: Finnish Spitz

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Finland

First recognized by the AKC: 1988

Purpose: This breed dates back thousands of years as
one of the original dogs trained by man for  pointing,
flushing, and trapping small game.

Parent club website: www.finnishspitzclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: For these mesmerizing
and spry Medium-sized dogs, visit www.royalcanin.us
for the most current dietary recommendations.

NON-SPORTING

FFinnish Sinnish Spitzpitz
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Breed: French Bulldog

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: France with the introduction of the “toy bull-
dog” from England

First recognized by the AKC: 1898

Purpose:These dogs excel at being delightful, intelligent
companions.

Parent club website: www.frenchbulldogclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: Healthy skin, eyes,
and teeth are influenced by good nutrition. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for innovative nutrition for these
Mini-sized breeds.

NON-SPORTING

FFrrench Bulldoench Bulldogg
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Breed: Keeshond

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Holland

First recognized by the AKC: 1930

Purpose: Originally a popular barge dog, he is also a
fine companion and watchdog.

Parent club website: www.keeshond.org

Nutritional recommendations: For the Keeshond and
other Medium-sized dogs, visit www.royalcanin.us for
health nutrition recommendations that take into
account nutrients for the skin, joints, and optimum
weight.

NON-SPORTING

KKeeshondeeshond
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Breed: Lhasa Apso

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Tibet

First recognized by the AKC: 1935

Purpose: These dogs who could withstand extreme
heat or cold, were used as guardians posted inside
dwellings.

Parent club website: www.lhasaapso.org

Nutritional recommendations: With an impressive
coat, and unique bone structure, attention to these
and other factors such as  dental health are important.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative diets
for your Lhasa Apso

NON-SPORTING

Lhasa ALhasa Apsopso
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Breed: Löwchen

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1995

Purpose: His name originated from the German for
“Little Lion”, referring to his groomed appearance, he
was originated as a  companion breed.

Parent club website:
www.thelowchenclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition for  this Mini
breed focuses in nutrients like zeaxanthin, lutein, and
other antioxidants that optimize eye health. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for diet options for your Mini-
sized dog.

NON-SPORTING

LöwLöwchenchen
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Breed: Poodle (Standard and Miniature)

Group: Non-Sporting 

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1887

Purpose: Standard: water retriever

Miniature: truffle hunting

Parent club website: www.poodleclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: The Poodle demonstrates
the true individuality of one breed.These dogs can have
varied size, lifestyles, and nutritional needs. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the health nutrition right for the
size and lifestyle of the individual Poodle.

NON-SPORTING

PPoooodle dle (S(Standartandard and Md and Miniainiaturture)e)
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Breed: Schipperke

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Belgium

First recognized by the AKC: 1904

Purpose: Often found on canal boats, this breed
served as a loyal watchdog and vermin hunter.

Parent club website: www.schipperkeclub-usa.org

Nutritional recommendations: The Mini-size
Schipperke can adapt to many lifestyles and so
should his nutrition. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the
right health nutrition for your healthy Schipperke.

NON-SPORTING

SchippSchippererkkee
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Breed: Shiba Inu

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Japan

First recognized by the AKC: 1993

Purpose: This smallest of the Japanese dogs is adept
at hunting in mountainous terrain.

Parent club website: www.shibas.org

Nutritional recommendations: Good nutrition should
support his muscular body. Healthy skin, eyes and
joints are also important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for
Mini-sized  health nutrition for your Shiba.

NON-SPORTING

SShiba Inuhiba Inu
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Breed: Tibetan Spaniel

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Tibet

First recognized by the AKC: 1983

Purpose: These delightful companion dogs also
worked as monastery watchdogs since they were
able to see great distances.

Parent club website: www.tsca.ws

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition should protect
the vision, coat and optimum body condition of these
“little lion” dogs. For more Mini-sized nutritional infor-
mation, visit www.royalcanin.us.

NON-SPORTING

TTibibetan Setan Spanielpaniel
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Breed: Tibetan Terrier

Group: Non-Sporting

Origin: Tibet

First recognized by the AKC: 1973

Purpose: This breed was valued as companions as
well as “luck bringers” to their owners.

Parent club website: www.ttca-online.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrients for a 
beautiful coat and overall health are important.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for further nutritional 
recommendations for this and other Medium-sized
breeds.

NON-SPORTING

TTibibetan etan TTererrrierier
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AAustrustralian Calian Caattle Dttle Doogg

Breed: Australian Cattle Dog

Group: Herding

Origin: Australia

First recognized by the AKC: 1980

Purpose: Also known as the Blue Heeler, this dog is an
excellent cattle herder and also  a protector of the herd
and property.

Parent club website: www.acdca.org

Nutritional recommendations: Attention to healthy eyes
and joints are important for the working Australian Cattle
dog. Visit www.royalcanin.us to find the right Medium-
sized diet for your healthy Australian Cattle dog.
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Breed: Australian Shepherd

Group: Herding

Origin: United States (introduced by Basque shepherds
who emigrated from Australia)

First recognized by the AKC: 1991

Purpose: Guarding/herding livestock, but also used for
search and rescue, therapy, guide dogs, etc.

Parent club website: www.australianshepherds.org

Nutritional recommendations: Maintaining a healthy coat
and strong joints are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us
for information and nutritional recommendations for your
Medium to Maxi- sized Australian Shepherd.

AAustrustralian Salian Shepherhepherdd
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BBearearded Cded Collieollie

Breed: Bearded Collie

Group: Herding

Origin: Britain

First recognized by the AKC: 1976

Purpose: Adept at herding in misty, mountainous terrain of
England and Scotland, this humble shepherd was also an
excellent companion.

Parent club website: www.beardie.net/bcca

Nutritional recommendations: The best nutrition should
cater to the coat, joints, heart, and digestive needs of this
majestic breed.Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition
recommendations for this Maxi-sized herding dog.
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BBeauceaucereronon

Breed: Beauceron

Group: Herding

Origin: France

First recognized by the AKC: 2006

Purpose:This obscure breed is known for the ability to
move and herd enormous flocks of sheep and cattle (200+
head) over great distances.

Parent club website: www.beauce.org

Nutritional recommendations: Visit www.royalcanin.us for
health nutrition options for this Maxi-sized, active, short-
haired herdsman and guardian.
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Breed: Belgian Malinois

Group: Herding

Origin: Belgium

First recognized by the AKC: Originally shown in 1911 as
a Belgian Shepherd, the Malinois was recognized as a
separate breed in 1983

Purpose: Originally bred for herding, this dog now performs
in schutzhund, herding, and sledding.They are also valuable in
tracking and other areas of police work, as well serving as
family companions and obedience.

Parent club website: www.american-belgian-malinois-club.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this athletic, Maxi-size dog,
nutritional needs include the coat care and athleticism of a
herding dog. Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition

BBelgian Melgian Malinoisalinois
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recommendations.

Breed: Belgian Sheepdog

Group: Herding

Origin: Belgium

First recognized by the AKC: Initially grouped in 1912 with
all other Belgian herding dogs, the Belgian Sheepdog was
classified 1959 as separate from other Belgian breeds.

Purpose: The Belgian Sheepdog excels in obedience,
tracking, herding, and agility. They are also skilled in
police work, search and rescue, and can perform as
assistance and therapy dogs.

Parent club website: www.bsca.info

Nutritional recommendations: Special attention should
be paid to digestive, heart, and coat health. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition recommendations

BBelgian Selgian Sheepheepdodogg
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for these Maxi sized dogs

Breed: Belgian Tervuren

Group: Herding

Origin: Belgium

First Recognized by the AKC:The Tervuren was recognized
in1959 as a separate breed from the Belgian Sheepdog.

Purpose: General herding and guarding were the original
talents of the Tervuren. Now, this breed excels as therapy
and assistance dogs as well as in the obedience and agility
rings.

Parent club website: www.abtc.org

Nutritional recommendations: Find health nutrition
recommendations for all life stages of this sturdy, Maxi
breed working dog at www.royalcanin.us 

BBelgian elgian TTerervurvurenen
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BBororder Cder Collieollie

Breed: Border Collie

Group: Herding

Origin:The border region of England and Scotland

First recognized by the AKC: 1995

Purpose:This breed is renowned as a premier sheep herding
dog but also excels in obedience due to its trainability.

Parent club website: www.bordercolliesociety.com

Nutritional recommendations: For energetic, Medium to
Maxi-sized dogs, the Border Collie requires strength, lean
muscles, and keen vision. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the
most current, and innovative nutritional recommendations.
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Breed: Bouvier des Flandres

Group: Herding

Origin: Southwest Flanders and the French plains

First recognized by the AKC: 1931

Purpose:The Bouvier began as a weather-tolerant,cattle
herding dog but served as an all-around farm dog,

Parent club website: www.bouvier.org

Nutritional recommendations: As a Maxi to Giant breed
dog, special nutrition for the long, slow growth period, and
adult nutrition should support healthy heart, bones, and
digestive tracts. Visit www.royalcanin.us for the most
innovative recommendations.

BBouvier des Fouvier des Flandrlandreses
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Breed: Briard

Group: Herding   

Origin: 8th century France

First recognized by the AKC: 1928

Purpose:This French shepherd originated as a guardian for
sheep but has also been used as a hunter, tracker, and a
working dog in times of war.

Parent club website: www.briardclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: As a large breed dog,
slow puppy growth is recommended. Nutrition is
important in keeping this Maxi-size adult healthy. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for the innovative nutrition based
on your Briard’s needs.

BrBriariardd
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CCanaan Danaan Doogg

Breed: Canaan Dog

Group: Herding 

Origin: Ancient Israel

First recognized by the AKC: 1997

Purpose: Originally, this hardy desert dog was used for
herding and guarding flocks. Later, they were used in times
of war, often as mine detectors.

Parent club website: www.cdca.org

Nutritional recommendations: As an active, Medium-sized
dog, visit www.royalcanin.us for the most innovative
health nutrition recommendations for your Canaan dog.
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Breed: Cardigan Welsh Corgi

Group: Herding

Origin: British Isles

First recognized by the AKC: 1935

Purpose: Herding Cattle

Parent club website: www.cardigancorgis.com

Nutritional recommendations: An active Medium-sized
breed, nutrition focusing on the health of joints, heart, skin,
and teeth are important. Visit www.royalcanin.us for diet
recommendations.

CCarardigan digan WWelsh Celsh Cororgigi
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CCollieollie

Breed: Collie

Group: Herding

Origin: Scotland/England

First recognized by the AKC: 1885

Purpose:This famous breed was adept at herding sheep in
the highland terrain of Scotland and northern England.
They are recognized in 2 coat varieties that suit their
working lifestyles: smooth and rough.

Parent club website: www.Collieclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutritional considerations
for coat health, eyes, and joints are important for Collies.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for diets that can optimize the
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Breed: German Shepherd Dog

Group: Herding

Origin: Germany

First recognized by the AKC: 1908

Purpose: Originally a herding dog as his name
implies, he is better known as a guard dog, police
dog, and guide dog for the blind.

Parent club website: www.gsdca.org

Nutritional considerations:The German Shepherd Dog
is a dignified and loyal companion and co-worker that
deserves nutrition focusing on his immune system,
digestive tract, joints, heart, eyes, and skin. Visit
www.royalcanin.us for German Shepherd Dog diets

HERDING

GGererman Sman Shepherhepherd Dd Doogg
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Breed: Old English Sheepdog

Group: Herding

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1905

Purpose: This lovable breed was best-suited for 
herding and driving livestock to market but have also
been used as retrievers and sled dogs.

Parent club website:
www.oldenglishsheepdogclubofamerica.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition should
optimize the energy, full coat, and large bone structure
that are a part of this breed.Visit www.royalcanin.us for
health nutrition recommendations for Maxi and Giant
breed dogs.

OOld Eld English Snglish Sheepheepdodogg
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Breed: Shetland Sheepdog

Group: Herding

Origin: Scotland

First recognized by the AKC: 1911

Purpose: A natural for herding sheep, the Sheltie is
also a good watch dog, guardian and companion.

Parent club website: www.assa.org

Nutritional recommendations: Nutrition should promote
and protect wellness with attention to skin, coat and
proper body condition.Visit  www.royalcanin.us for
health nutrition options for your healthy Shetland
Sheepdog.

SShetland Shetland Sheepheepdodogg
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health of this Maxi-sized dog.

Breed: Pembroke Welsh Corgi

Group: Herding 

Origin: England

First recognized by the AKC: 1934

Purpose: Like his cousin the Cardigan Welsh Corgi,
this breed is adept at herding, as well as serving as a
companion and guard.

Parent club website: www.pembrokecorgi.org

Nutritional recommendations: nutrition for Medium
sized breeds can be customized to the individual
lifestyle, whether working or not. Visit 
www. royalcanin.us for optimal health nutrition.

PPembrembrokoke e WWelsh Celsh Cororgigi
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Breed: Polish Lowland Sheepdog

Group: Herding

Origin: Poland

First recognized by the AKC: 2001

Purpose:This ancestor of the Puli was adept at herding
and guarding sheep, but now is a house pet in Poland.

Parent club website: www.aponc.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this Medium- sized
breed, nutritional attention to the full coat, good
vision, and individual energy needs are important.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for health nutrition options.

PPolish Lolish Loowland Swland Sheepheepdodogg
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Breed: Puli

Group: Herding

Origin: Hungary

First recognized by the AKC: 1936

Purpose: The Puli and his ancestors has been herding
sheep for over a thousand  years.

Parent club website: www.puliclub.org

Nutritional recommendations: For the best nutrition
for his unique coat, and agility, visit www.royalcanin.us
as well as for other Medium breed dogs.

PPuliuli
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Breed: Swedish Vallhund     

Group: Herding

Origin: Sweden (Vikings)

Recognized by the AKC: 2007

Purpose: The Swedish Vallhund was bred for herding
and also serves as an all around farm dog.

Parent club website: www.swedishvallhund.org

Nutritional recommendations: For this sturdy breed,
nutritional recommendations should promote
optimum body condition, healthy joints and coat.
Visit www.royalcanin.us for more information on
feeding your Medium-sized breed

SSwwedish edish VVallhundallhund
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